Sign up for the course ‘New Europe – Cities in Transition’

Everywhere in cities in The Netherlands, Europe and around the world small-scale initiatives arise. Initiatives that were invented by citizens who are formulating a local answer to questions concerning them as a community. This may lead to citizens engaged in reshaping health care in an alternative way, developing an area in the city in a cooperative way, creating employment in the neighbourhood, designing a street or square together and realizing local food production. And although apparently different birds of a feather, the transitional movement this illuminates could be brought back to questions around democratic renewal: who owns the city? Which actors are allowed to shape its appearance? How are participatory processes executed? And how do top-down institutions relate to the civic participation movement and social entrepreneurs?

You will gather basic information, interview City Makers, apply theories from your own discipline to the problem and get a chance to present your findings at the EU City Makers conference in spring 2016.

**Registration**
Through SIS from 2 December to 10 December. Catalogue number is 5512NEC13Y

**Credits**
3ec (84 hours)

**Entry requirement**
Erasmus students in an EU Capital.

**Kick-off at Pakhuis de Zwijger mid December**
See the course catalogue for more information or contact Jessica Rodermans j.rodermans@uva.nl
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Everywhere in cities in The Netherlands, Europe and around the world small-scale initiatives arise. Initiatives that were invented by citizens who are formulating a local answer to questions concerning them as a community. This may lead to citizens engaged in reshaping health care in an alternative way, developing an area in the city in a cooperative way, creating employment in the neighbourhood, designing a street or square together and realizing local food production. And although apparently different birds of a feather, the transitional movement this illuminates could be brought back to questions around democratic renewal: who owns the city? Which actors are allowed to shape its appearance? How are participatory processes executed? And how do top-down institutions relate to the civic participation movement and social entrepreneurs?

You will gather basic information, interview City Makers, apply theories from your own discipline to the problem and get a chance to present your findings at the EU City Makers conference in spring 2016.

Registration
Through SIS from 2 December to 10 December. Catalogue number is 5512NECI3Y

Credits
3ec (84 hours)

Entry requirement
Erasmus students in an EU Capital.

Kick-off at Pakhuis de Zwijger mid December
See the course catalogue for more information or contact Jessica Rodermans j.rodermans@uva.nl